Would you like to get all your wishes fulfilled,
Requests granted or prayers answered?

Would you like to manifest the life
of your wildest dreams!!??
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Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Shastrishree
Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji an expert in
the field of blending modern Science
and non-denominational Spirituality (so
that you can manifest a life of your
dreams), and in the "new" genre of Self.
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Would you like to have all your

Wishes fulfilled??

God can change your life

Get Positive Motivation & Guidance.
Stay Happy, Stay Motivated - Free!
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This Website provides you the rare available trust and
credibility through Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji
who have dedicated years to understand the mystery of
cosmic influence on human destiny and provided people with
astrological guidance. This Website uses Spiritual Devine
Jyotish to help people avoid pitfalls and take remedial action
to achieve a smoother, balanced life, while in pursuit of
physical, mental, material well being. And the best thing
about it is - most of the features of Jyotish on this website
are also available in Hindi/Bengali. Check out this amazing
astrology website.
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Jyotish, the ongoing practice of ancient times that uses a set
of principles to understand a person’s past, present and
future. True it is that what has been done cannot be undone
but equally true it is that the remedies given by a learned
Jyotish can help us avoid making mistakes that you have
made due to ignorance.
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This Website looks at the planets and their relationships to
determine their influences on ones well being, and
consequently " This Website “charts our horoscope and make
predictions accordingly .It’s not just any other prediction but
it’s an accurate and detailed online prediction that is based
on the ancient Vedic astrological principles, used to bless you
with peace, prosperity, happiness and a sense of fulfillment.

From the depths of ancient history, there is one science that
is as relevant today as was years back, which has been
preserved and passed down from one generation to another,
it is Vedic Jyotish. By going through the bank of articles on "
This Website " you will relaize that the subject ‘Jyotish’ is a

unique science that unravels mysteries of past, present and
explains the future.
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Start with belief and in no time you will agree that " This
Website " has an answer to all those inexplicable situations
that have kept you asking ‘why me?’. Rise up to the
realization that destiny has it written for you and
acknowledge that what’s written cannot be written off but
definitely it’s effect can be reduced and minimized through
astrological guidance.I’ve had a wonderful experience
exploring the site and so just thought of sharing my
experience with you , for nothing gives one more happiness
that sharing what can help others.
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It’s time you take away the best from observations that have
led to the science of jyotish compiled over thousands of years
on " This Website " Understanding the secret messages of the
cosmos is not easy; equally true it is that finding a true
astrological guidance is not easy. The complex, and brain
twisting information needs be compiled and analysed before
drawing a conclusion. " This Website " has made jyotish easy
to follow and since they are backed by such expert
knowledge and guidance courtesy our scholarl astrologer
Siddha Yogi Rupnathji, I know i’m getting the best.

What areas of my life can This Website provide information
on?

Relationships: Be it issues related to your close ones, your
family and the family dynamics here you have an explanation
for everything big or small that matters.

Career: How is destiny influencing your professional success?
What can you do make it work in your favour? Is it the right
time to think about a switch or not? And several other
questions that only astrology has an answer to.
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Education: When it’s about your education it destiny and
hard work go hand in hand. You could be putting in the very
best and still failing in getting the awaited result. Find out
what’s wrong and how you can address this using astrology.
Whether it’s about studying abroad, getting a visa it’s all easy
with astrology.
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Finances: Ups and down keep going in matters related to
finance. Just incase your business is not doing well, or your
financial conditions getting worse day by day you should try
hindi Jyotish and find a solution . In no time you will see
things change.
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Health: There is no wrong in saying health is wealth.
Whether it is health concerns related to you or your near
dear ones it’s all sorted out here, with astrological remedies.

Here you will find Jyotish that is the original Jyotish from
Vedas and those who believe in it will tell you that Jyotish is
the only means of understanding the influence of cosmos on
our lives. If like me, you too are interested in Jyotish, explore
a plethora of dimensions to Astrology on This Website.

On very rare occasions throughout the history of mankind,
Spiritual giants have appeared to exemplify the Highest
Truth, guiding followers by their conduct in every moment
of their lives.
Acharya Swami Rupnathji[Dr.Rupnathji(Dr.Rupak Nath)] is
such a giant. Unique in our time, He perfectly embodied the
ultimate truth of Self-realisation, or complete absorption in
the Supreme Itself.
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Sri
Swami
Rupnathji[Dr.Rupnathji(Dr.Rupak
Nath)]
Saraswati is a born Sage, Mystic and Genius. He is an ascetic
and known for his many miracles.
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Swami Rupnathji[Dr.Rupnathji(Dr.Rupak Nath)] is a highly
respected philosophical writer, especially on metaphysics,
psychology and sociology.
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Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Rupnathji[Dr.Rupnathji(Dr.Rupak
Nath)]'s books are known the world over as excellent
presentations of answers to the daily questions that arise in
the day-to-day confrontations of a human being.
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http://www.astrologer.netai.net
(
for
references
see
http://www.astrology.site11.com
http://www.bestastrologer.comuv.com
http://www.indianastrologer.netii.net etc.)
Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji(Dr.Rupak Nath) is
the
guru
of
many
famous
people.Dr.Rupak
Nath(Dr.Rupnathji) is also a very well known astrologer and
occultist in present time. Dr.Rupak Nath(Dr.Rupnathji) was
particularly adept at interpreting the Modified Panchang
Chart drawn up and used in horary astrology, as this is his
specialty.
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* When Jupiter Saturn has a relationship of any kind the
person becomes
a failure,minimum 50 % of the horoscopes power is
reduced.Ref Laghu
Parasari Shloka No 22 yogaadhyaya. Saturn is 10L (karmesh)
and Jupiter
is 9L (Bhagyesh).
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* Sun or Mars has any relation with Venus,even in signs of
Venus–their energies will not be focus oriented.
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* Any relation of Ven with Jupiter does not give good
results.E.g.Ven
in Pisces can give good materialistic success & beautiful wife
but
quality of marriage life is so-so and not so great.
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* If Moon is with paap graha it gives good results.
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* Moon Rahu together in Trines (5,9 only) gives good results
* Moon Mars in Trines (5,9 only) gives good results
* Moon Saturn in Trines (5,9 only) at times gives good results
but they
should have no relationship with Jupiter.
* Gajakeshari Yoga (jup moon in quadrant) if it has any
relationship
with Saturn then it does not give results at all of the

Gajakeshari
yoga.
* Guru Venus yoga in those areas of life which have no
dignity or depth
in it, this yoga will give glamour but at the same time gives
bad name
(negative publicity).
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* Guru Venus together in any house brings hani in bhagya i.e.
spoils
destiny.
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* Ven Neptune together degreecal or even 2-3 deg aspect,
native would
have problems of asthma, breathing problem, suffocation,
circulation
problems in body, sometimes they pass through epilepsy or at
times
giddiness– this is applicable to all Ascendants. If Ven is 2 deg
less than Neptune then the above symptoms will be more
visible.
* Uranus & Ven being degreecal in Kendra to each other,
then sex scandal
or gives bad name sometimes, but the result is extreme.
Neptune Ven or
Uranus Venus relationship one would often find in charts of
film stars.
* Uranus and Ven in Kendra (quadrant) to each other gives
abnormal
sexual life for all Ascendants but affect more in Aries

Ascendant.
* Neptune Venus relationship sometimes gives death in
water or fire
which means due to non availability of air, basically gives
different
kind of death at times.
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Taurus Ascendant
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* Saturn is the major planet in this horoscope, Saturn Mer or
Saturn Ven
having any type of relationship then the native becomes a
great success.
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* Any relation of Jupiter with Venus or Jupiter with Saturn
or Jupiter
with Mer, gives short time name fame (success) but they do
not get
permanent fame (success). The negative results will be seen
in
Jupiter's antardasa.
* Native should never cheat his siblings (co-borns), or even
blood
relatives, if he cheats he will get destroyed in life and the
result of
this Sin (papa) will be experienced in the 2nd generation.
* He should manage extreme distance from his wife's sister
and from
widows, if not then full generation will get destroyed.

Gemini Ascendant
* Any type of relationship of Saturn (bhagyesh) and Guru
(karmesh) the
native can be a failure in life as compared to his original
potential.
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* Native's wife takes lot of care of Mother in law but her
mother in
law will not respect his wife.
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* Relationship with father in law will be cordial and caring.
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* If Jup in 2H then it gives unpredictable results, 80 %
negative
results but astrologer should be extra cautious while
predicting about
2H matters and even houses that Jupiter Lords. This Jupiter
will behave
abnormally. It has been seen at times that this Jupiter gives
extreme
problems of the 2H matters.
* If Jupiter is deposited in 5H then it is more powerful than
Jupiter
exalted in Cancer.
* Native should always give respect to people who are
elderly to him and
to people who have knowledge otherwise he would get
destroyed.
* If a Gemini native ascendant is facing troubles in life then

he should
go and help elderly or learned people and in 10 days he would
get
relief.
* Native should never sexually exploit women who are
younger to him;
this becomes the reason for his downfall.
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Cancer Ascendant
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* Gajakeshari (Jup quadrant with Moon) yoga (combination)
is always
beneficial but Moon should be ahead of Jupiter in the 4th
from Guru, 2nd
priority Jup Moon together, 3rd priority Jupiter is in 4th
from Moon &
4th priority Jup Moon opposition. In trikona Mars Rahu
together or Guru
Rahu together in Kendra then it is a great success and fame
giving
combination.
* Sun in this Cancer Ascendant gives result of house where
he sits and
not based on his lordship. If he is with some planet then
based on that
planet he will give results. Basically Sun here does not give
results
based on his lordship
* Native will be a workaholic and will not care about his
personal

happiness.
* His wife will get along well with his mother in law.
* In 5H or 9H if there is Moon with Rahu then it gives good
results,
rahus dasa will be best and even rahu antardasas in
mahadasas of other
planets will be good if other factors don't oppose.
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* If Mars Rahu in Kendra or trikona it will give excellent
results in
rahus dasa
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* If Moon Saturn in trikona (5, 9 only) will give good results
but the
intensity will be less in dasas antardasas.
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* Moon Mars in Kendra or trikona makes the dasas of moon
and mars good.
This is the specialty of Cancer Ascendant that Moon even
with a papa
graha gives good results in the dasas but the intensity of
success will
not be that great.

Leo Ascendant
Sun and Guru or Mars are major planets. Any two of the 3 or
all 3 forming relationships with each other then it’s great
success, the house where it forms relationship is result
giving.

If in 2H there is Mer or any planet between 10 to 23.20 deg
then during its dasa (including Swagrahi Budha) the person
is reduced to Zero in life at times depending on what stage
the dasa is running in one’s life. The intensity of the failure
will be decided by Moons condition in chart e.g. Moon in 8H
then people who are beneficial to you will die, Moon in say
6H then his enemies will bring in the failure.
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It has been found at times in the above verse that if native is
abroad (away from his place of birth) then results will be
reversed.
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Native must be careful of his own personality as they are
over conscious of their own personality and can be self
centered. His success depends on how he can use others skills
(manager).
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If native troubles any woman in his life then nature will
never forgive him.
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If native does not respect traditions, old mythology, his guru
or even to ones he learns from, that is to planet Jupiter then
he will get destroyed in life e.g. Karna of Mahabharata. Over
confidence on one’s own knowledge & own abilities for Leo
Asc natives will destroy the native’s life in long run.

Virgo Ascendant

Mer Ven or sometimes Saturn with Mer/Ven forming any
kind of relationship then he becomes a success in his dasa.
In signs of Ta, Vi or Cp if there is any planet in 0 to 10 if the
above 3 planets are there (can be ) he becomes a success in
foreign country around 3-4 times as compared to what he
would have achieved it in his birth place. Unknown place is

destiny place for him and his destiny will be due to unknown
reasons (non-traditional).
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Libra Ascendant
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If in 8H on degrees of 27 to 30 if there is any planet including
Ura, Plu, Nep, then this planet brings in life time
achievement and gets good will too even though it will be a
hardship filled life. These people will be very loyal, dignified
and gives more importance to values of life. If such a native
settles abroad then he will be more successful in materialistic
life but with hardship. The quantum of these results will be
more if Sun is placed in the 12H & also the quality of the Sun
(especially check Astakvarga of the Sun).
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Moon and Jupiter’s are not major planets for his life,
sometimes Saturn with Rahu in Kendra is the most successful
combination in dasas for Libra Ascendant. Sometimes
Mercury’s role becomes supportive in this Ascendant. E.g. as
soon he goes abroad he becomes success.
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If all these planets (Mer, Ven or Saturn) are between 10 to
23.20 in Ta, Vi or Cp then a miracle like thing happens in life
but if there is a foreign element involved then its more
success. E.g. if Ven is placed in this deg then someone will die
and Libra native gets money.
Any religious books if not of use to him then he should
donate it to anyone but not keep it idle or in bad condition, if
done so then his life becomes in bad condition.
Books of knowledge (not story books) he should donate it
regularly.
If in one’s family if there is small sister then native should
always respect her without fail.

Scorpio Ascendant
Any planet deposited between 4 to 5 deg of Sc, then that
planet becomes yogakaraka (planet should be less than 5 deg
not above).
Moon Jupiter Kendra Yoga (quadrant to each other) gives lot
of success, in this amavasya or poonam birth gives name and
fame and good quality of life.
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Moon, Jupiter or Mars gives very good results.
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Moon should be ahead of Jupiter in the 4th from Guru, 2nd
priority Jup Moon together, 3rd priority Jupiter is in 4th from
Moon & 4th priority Jup Moon opposition.
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Between 13.20 to 26.40 if planets (Mars, Jup or Moon) placed
in Ar, Le or Sg then in this natives life marriage or foreign
becomes Trigger Point for his success (not to be interpreted
that marriage life is success).
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Wherever Saturn in a house, that house becomes very
important for Scorpio Ascendant, same is the case with
Venus e.g. Venus is in Libra then Sc Asc will get a lot of
money to have luxuries.
If Moon is in Asc and if Jup in 6th or 8th, even though it
becomes Sakata Yoga it does not give extreme negative
results. These guys will be insecure on account of their
destiny but they would have good destiny. If Venus or Mer
joins the other houses of Adhi yoga then this Jupiter gives
very positive results.

Sagittarius Ascendant
Sun Jupiter or Mars these 3 planets are important roles
related to success. Out of these 3 planets if any planets are

sitting in 2H then predict carefully. Any relation of these 3
planets then its success. If Jup Rahu are together in Trikona
(only 5 and 9 houses) then in Rahu dasa it will be great
success. Sun and Rahu together in Kendra will show success
in Rahu dasa.
Mars and Rahu together in Kendra will give success in Rahus
dasa and antardasas.
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If there are financial problems then he should help in
marriage of a girl except that of his blood relatives.
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Male or female native of this Asc should never get abortion
done in any circumstances.
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Natives should not have extra marital life, if at all if they
have it then they should do it in the open but not keep it a
secret. In the west this might be called open marriage.
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Capricorn Ascendant
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Mer Ven Saturn are positive planets. Rahu deposited in 12H
and if there are planets in 2H then predict carefully in
relation to those planets posited in 2H.
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If Rahu is in 12H and Mer or Ven or Saturn in 2H between
6.40 to 20 deg then in the dasa of the planets posited in any of
the 3 planets (Mer Ven Saturn) or Rahu antardasa all of
sudden name and fame will be spoilt and even jail at times.
If the same above condition is there (planets in 2H between
6.40 to 20 deg) and Ketu in 12H then there will be a major
disease or major problems related to health – incurable big
disease, there will be problem in diagnosing in Rahus
antardasa.

Aquarius Ascendant

Jupiter gives financial status but also gives unfair disease,
this Jupiter should be placed in Pi, Sc or Cancer Rasis of this
Ascendant, and the disease will be stomach related. Suppose
a person is Aq Ascendant and is successful in life then he will
have stomach problems.
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Mer Saturn or Ven all 3 are beneficial but Mer having any
relation with 5H then 5H will become a weakness for him, he
will become over affectionate and will become blind, in
writings or children he becomes over affected. Also Mer Ven
in any house for Aq Ascendant then also he becomes over
effected with 5H or Ven associated with 5H.
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Pisces Ascendant
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Moon Mars Jupiter are good planets, any relations between
them then their dasas antars (periods) are good.
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Moon Rahu together in Kendra then it will give good results
then Rahu dasas or antars in any dasas there will be success.
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Guru Rahu together in trikona will give shubh phala (good
results) but in 5 and 9th only in dasa of Rahu. If native is a
businessman then sometimes the results can be foreign
related or abnormal business.
If these natives have good height then their shoulders would
be bent, it also means that if this Pisces Asc natives if he
displays ego then he will have to once in lifetime face fall in
life.
If Venus is exalted in Ascendant then it gives a fake
materialistic life but he can’t really taste it. This type of
Venus gives a lot of guilt feeling. Lot of things would be
unfair in his life.

They want to be versatile in everything and this becomes the
reason of their failures in life.

"Know your astrology, rituals,
worships, remedies and you
begin to control your destiny"
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Personalized Astrology Guidance from Tantra Siddhai
Yogi Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji ( Dr.Rupak Nath ) is
available in all important areas of life such as Career,
Business, Money, Love, Education, Property and Personal
Matters. All the reports are delivered within two hours
and are written by Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Shastrishree
Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji ( Dr.Rupak Nath ) , not
computer programs only.Find out the astrological
reasons and remedies for problems in various fields of
your life and get guidance for future events of your life.
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you will be also given a personalised mantra that is
constructed using your own name and predominant
chakra. Your name is by itself a mantra and your destiny
is coupled to it. What a coincidence, it is not by accidents
that your parents named you as they did.
You are the giant magnet that can attract positive and
negative energy. Regular chanting of these mantra would
energize your body with positive energy and turn your
auric field into negative energy so that your auric field will
work as a shield of your body to attract positive things
and repel negative things in your daily life. This technique
is the greatest secret gift given by Tantra Siddha Maha
Yogi Shastrishree Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji ( Dr.Rupak

Nath ) to us for a successfull life with greater health,
wealth, prosperity and enlightenment.
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Combined
with
thorough
scientific
research and great supply of experience
on divine items; Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi
Shastrishree Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji (
Dr.Rupak Nath ) has recommended,
configured,blessed and energized and all
The divine items, so that you can receive
the maximum and optimal benefits.

